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Abstract

This thesis describes an approach for solving planning problems for
a team of robots involving picking up and moving objects. The tem-
poral goals are described using linear temporal logic over subsets of the
workspace. Temporal logic is a convenient formalism to capture the usual
control specifications such as reachability and invariance as well as more
complex specifications like sequencing and obstacle avoidance. Those
goals include the positions of the robots and the positions of the objects,
e.g, go to a given location, bring an object there or pick up this object.
We consider robots moving in a 2D environment which is partitioned into
non-overlapping regions. A cost representing the total number of actions
done by all the robots will be used to evaluate the quality of the runs.
Our goal is to create a plan in a decentralized way for the robots that has
a small cost and makes the robots collaborate to decrease the cost even
more.
The approach is divided in several steps. First a plan is created for each
robot using an abstraction of the robot and its specification. This plan
describes the sequence of abstract actions the robot will do to fulfil its
specifications. Second those actions are ordered in order to make their
global cost as small as possible. Third and finally, the robot path for
executing each action is found using automata theory. Such path is guar-
anteed to respect the global specification of the robot.
We support the proposed theory with experimental results, showing that
it gives an optimal solution in some simple examples.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Related previous work

Robot motion planning is a well-explored area. It is traditionally A to B
planning. A robot has to find a path for satisfying its specifications that are
composed of safety conditions such as obstacle avoidance, reachability and/or
surveillance: a robot has to go to a given region infinitely many times.
Temporal-logic-based motion planning provides a correct by design controller
synthesis for autonomous robots. Temporal logics such as Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) and Computational Tree Logic (CTL) provide high level languages
that can describe complex objectives. There are a lot of methods for dealing
with motion planning under LTL specifications for a single robot [2],[3], [6]
and for a team of robots [4]. Most of them use model checking [1] to find a
controller but others model the problem as a two players game and look for a
winning strategy [9]. When considering a team of robots, a lot of research focus
on centralized solutions [8], [4] while other prefer decentralized solutions [7].

All those methods use a hierarchical approach which consists of three steps.
The first step consists of partitioning the workspace in non-overlapping regions.
The existence of a controller that can bring a robot from one region to an adja-
cent one is assumed. The second step is to create a discrete plan for the robot
that consists of a sequence of regions to visit. The last step is to execute this
plan using a hybrid controller and low level controllers that can bring the robot
from one region to an adjacent region. In this work, we are only interested in
the discrete planning and we will assume that the system is already discretized.

1.2 Motivation

Moving object is a task that a lot of robots have to do, to bring objects to
elderly or disabled people or to move objects in a warehouse for example. We
would like to develop a solution to make a team of robots move objects while
respecting their specifications. Those specifications can be for example to move
objects to some regions in a given order or make an object stay in a given region
until an other object has reached its destination.
We propose a decentralized solution which allows for more flexibility: robots
can leave or join the team at any time without having to recompute a solution
from scratch. To our best knowledge, such a problem has not been addressed
in literature before.

1.3 Contribution

Here we describe a decentralized solution for a team of robot where each robot
has its own specification which may involve moving objects. The abstract mo-
bility capability of each robot is modelled by a transition system. The states
of the transition system correspond to the different positions possible for the
robot and the objects. Each transition is given a cost. The specifications are
given in the form of co-safe LTL−x formulas. Our goal is to minimize the sum
of the cost of the actions of all the robots while satisfying the specifications. We
will not find the solution with the smallest cost but we try to get as close as
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possible.
The first step is to create a transition system which is not constrained by the
motion capability of the robot. In this transition system, we consider only one
robot and a transition corresponds to the robot moving at most one object but
it can move it to any region, adjacent or not. From this transition system, we
will extract a plan of the form of a sequence of states which satisfies the spec-
ification of the robot. Then locks will be added to this plan to prevent other
robots from moving an object and violating the specification. The actions of the
robots are then ordered to try to reduce their global cost. Finally, before doing
an action, a robot will ask the other robots if they can help him and reduce the
cost of the action.
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2 Preliminaries

In this chapter, we introduce necessary notation. We provide a formal definition
of linear temporal logic, transition system and model-checking to describe the
properties we are interested in. The definitions are taken from [1] and [12].

2.1 Linear temporal logic

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is an extension of propositional logic suitable for
reasoning about infinite sequences of states. LTL formulas are defined over a
set of Atomic Propositions AP . Here we will only use a subset of the LTL
formulas. We will restrict our attention to a special kind of LTL formulas called
co-safe LTL−X which are suitable for finite sequences of states. They are built
using propositional operators (¬,∧,∨, i.e, negation, conjunction, disjunction)
and temporal operators (U ,♦, i.e until, eventually). In order to use co-safe
formulas, the negation operator can only be used in front of atomic propositions.

LTL formulas are interpreted over sequences σ : N→ 2AP . Let ΦAP be the
set of all those sequences. LTL formulas are evaluated by starting its interpre-
tation from σ(0).
Formula φ1 U φ2 holds if φ1 holds until φ2 becomes true which is required to
happen. Formula ♦φ holds if φ becomes true in some future time.

Definition 1. Co-safe LTL−X syntax

φ := p|¬p|φ1 ∨ φ2|φ1 ∧ φ2|φ1 U φ2

where p ∈ AP .
Given a sequence σ = σ(0), σ(1), . . . , σ(n) and a LTL formula φ we denote

σ |= φ when the evaluation of φ over σ is true. In the following, p ∈ AP and
φ1, φ2 ∈ ΦAP and for i, k ∈ N, σi is defined as σi(k) = σ(k + i).

σ |= true

σ 6|= false

σ |= p iff p ∈ σ(0)

σ |= ¬p iff p 6∈ σ(0)

σ |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff σ |= φ1 and σ |= φ2

σ |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff σ |= φ1 or σ |= φ2

σ |= φ1 U φ2 iff ∃i ≤ n such that σi |= φ2 and ∀j < i, σj |= φ1

σ |= ♦φ1 iff ∃i such that σi |= φ1

2.2 Transition system

Definition 2. A weighted deterministic transition system is a tuple
T := (QT , q

0
T ,→T , APT , LT , wT ), where:

1. QT is a finite set of states;

2. q0
T ∈ QT is the initial state;
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3. →T⊆ QT ×QT is a deterministic transition relation;

4. APT is a finite set of atomic propositions;

5. LT : QT → 2APT is a map giving the set of atomic propositions satisfied
in a state;

6. wT :→T→ R+ is a weighting function that assigns a positive value to each
transition.

We denote q →T q
′ when (q, q′) ∈→T

Definition 3. A finite run rT of a transition system T is a finite sequence of
states rT = q0, q1, ..., qα such that ∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., α − 1}, it holds that qk ∈ QT
and qk → qk+1.

A finite run rT = q0, q1, ..., qα generates a finite word ω = LT (q0), ..., LT (qα).
The infinite run generated by the finite run rT is ω concatenated with an infinite
sequence of empty sets. Intuitively, the point of co-safe LTL is that it can be
decided in finite time whether the formula holds, i.e, once it is satisfied, what
happens next does not matter. We say that a finite run rT satisfies a co-safe
LTL formula φ if and only if the word generated by rT satisfies φ.

2.3 Büchi automaton

Definition 4. A Büchi automaton is a tuple B := (QB , q
0
B ,ΣB , δB , FB) where:

1. QB is a finite set of states;

2. q0
B ⊆ QB is a set of initial states;

3. ΣB is an input alphabet;

4. σB ⊆ QB × ΣB × 2QB is a non-deterministic transition relation;

5. FB ⊆ QB is a set of final states.

A run of B over an input word ω = ω0, ω1, ... is a sequence rB = q0, q1, ...,
such that q0 ∈ q0

B , and (qk, ωk, qk+1) ∈ δB , for all k ≥ 0. A Büchi automaton
B accepts a word over ΣB if and only if at least one of the corresponding runs
intersects with FB infinitely many times. For any LTL formula φ over a set
AP , one can construct a Büchi automaton Bφ with input alphabet ΣB = 2AP

accepting all and only words over 2AP that satisfy φ.

2.4 Model-checking

Model-checking is a method used to verify that all runs rT of a transition system
T satisfy a given LTL formula φ. If it is not the case, the model-checking
algorithm returns a run of T which does not satisfy φ. As a result, if we use
model checking with ¬φ we will get a run which satisfies φ.

Definition 5. The product of a transition system T = (Q, q0,→T , AP, L) and
a Büchi automaton B = (S, S0,Σ,→B , F ) with Σ ⊆ 2AP is defined as a tuple
A = (SA, SA0,→A, FA), where:
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1. SA = Q× S is the finite set of states;

2. SA0 = q0 × S is the set of initial states;

3. →A⊆ SA × SA is the transition relation defined as (qa, sb) →A (qc, sd) if

and only if qa →T qc and sd ∈ s where s is defined as sb
L(qc)−−−→B s;

4. FA = Q× F is the set of final states;

This automaton accepts a run if and only if it intersects with FA infinitely
many times. This product automaton can be seen as a match between the states
of the transition system T and the transitions of B.
For any run rA = (q0, sj0), (qi1 , sj1), ... of the product automaton A which starts
in an initial state, we define the projection γT (rA) = q0, qi1 , ... which maps rA
to the corresponding run of T .

Proposition 1. If φ is a LTL formula over AP and Bφ is the corresponding
Büchi automaton, then the projection γT (rAφ) of any accepted run rAφ of Aφ =
T ×Bφ is a run of T satisfying φ.

Proposition 2. If there is a run of T satisfying φ, there exists an accepting
run of Aφ.

The proof of those propositions can be found in [13]. Those two propositions
together give a sound and complete way to address the model checking problem.

The algorithm for model checking comes directly from proposition 1 and is
done as follow:

1. create the Büchi automaton Bφ which accepts all and only words over
that satisfy φ;

2. create the product of the transitions system T and the Büchi automaton
Bφ, A = T ×Bφ;

3. look for an accepting run rA of the product automaton A;

4. compute the projection of this run on T : rT = γT (rA);

Proposition 1 assures that rT is a run of T that satisfies φ.
It is easy to extend model checking to weighted transition systems by looking
for the run of A with the smallest cost. This allow to get the run of T which
satisfies φ with the smallest cost if it is a finite run.
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3 Problem Formulation

In this section we will describe the set-up we are working with and how we
model the robots. We will also define the cost of the robots runs we will be
working with to finally formulate the problem we will aim to solve. Finally, we
will show several examples to illustrate the importance of our problem.

3.1 Problem set-up

We have a team of n robots : r1, ..., rn. The robots are in a workspace W ⊆ R2.
In this workspace there are also m objects o1, ..., om that the robots will want to
move. We also define the empty object o0. If a robot is not carrying any object,
it carries the empty object. O = {o0, o1, ..., om} is the set of all the objects.

The workspace is partitioned into l regions p1, ...pl such that
l⋃
i=1

pi = W and

∀(i, j), pi
⋂
pj = Ø if i 6= j. We also define the empty region p0. If an object is

carried by a robot, the object is in this empty region. We call P = {p0, p1, ..., pl}
the set of all regions. Finally, we add an adjacency relation δ ⊆ P 2. If there is
a pair of indexes (i, j) such that (pi, pj) ∈ δ it means that a robot which is in
pi can go to pj without crossing any other region.

3.2 Robot model

Each robot’s ri abstract motion capability is modelled by a deterministic tran-
sition system Ti = (Q, q0

i ,→i, AP, L,wi). The state space Q, the APs and the
labelling function are the same for all robots.

• Q = Wm+1 × O is the set of states. A state s is given by a tuple
(pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc) where:

– pr is the location of the robot;

– ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m}, poj is the location of the object oj

– oc is the object that the robot is carrying;

We assume here that the robot cannot carry more than one object simul-
taneously.

• q0
i is the initial state.

• →i⊆ Q × Q is a transition relation. The transitions are of the following
forms:

1. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc) →i (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc). This transition
corresponds to the robot being idle and should always be possible
and costs 0, i.e, ∀q ∈ Q, q →i q and wi(q, q) = 0.

2. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc) →i (p′r, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc) if (pr, p
′
r) ∈ δ.

This transition corresponds to the robot moving.
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3. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc)→i (p′r, p
′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o

′
c) if there is a j such

that for every k 6= j pok = p′ok , pr = p′r = poj , p
′
oj = p0, oc = o0 and

o′c = oj . This transition corresponds to the robot picking up the
object oj which was in the same region as the robot. The robot was
not carrying any other object before taking this one. This transition
costs 1.

4. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc)→i (p′r, p
′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o

′
c) if there is a j such

that for every k 6= j pok = p′ok , pr = p′r = p′oj , poj = p0, oc = oj and
o′c = o0. This transition corresponds to the robot putting the object
oj it was carrying in the region the robot is. This transition costs 1.

5. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc)→i (p′r, p
′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o

′
c) if there is a j such

that for every k 6= j pok = p′ok , pr = p′r, oc = o′c, poj 6= p0, p
′
oj = p0.

This transition corresponds to another robot picking up the object
oj .

6. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc)→i (p′r, p
′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o

′
c) if there is j, k such

that for every a 6= j poa = p′oa , pr = p′r, oc = o′c 6= oj , poj = p0 and
p′oj = pk. This transition corresponds to another robot putting the
object oj in the region pk. This can only be done if this object was
in the empty cell which means he was being carried by a robot and
it was not carried by this robot ri.

The transitions 1 to 4 are driven by the robot, i.e, it is the robot that
moves to another region, picks up or puts down an object; whereas the
transitions 5 and 6 correspond to another robot picking up or putting
down an object and are therefore uncontrollable.

• AP is the set of atomic propositions. The AP s are

– πj ={the robot is in region pj};
– πj,k ={the object oj is in region pk};
– πoj ={the robot is carrying the object oj};

• L is a labelling function.

• wi :→i→ R+ is a cost function.

3.3 Specifications

The specification of each robot ri is given as a co-safe LTL−X formula φi over
its set of atomic proposition AP . This formula put constraints on the robot’s
position and the position of the objects. Those APs are given by the robot
transition system Ti, therefore the truth value of φi can be derived from only a
run of Ti, without looking at the runs of other robot transition systems.

3.4 Run of the team of robots

A finite run runi of a robot ri is a finite run of its transition system Ti (see
Section 3.2).

Definition 6. A finite synchronized run of the team of robots is a tuple
(run1, ..., runn) where
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1. ∀i, runi = q0
i , q

1
i , ..., q

α
i is a finite run of robot ri;

2. the number of states α+ 1 is the same in every run runi, i ∈ {1, ..., n};

3. Both the following conditions are satisfied:

• if there is a pair of indexes (j, k) ∈ {0, .., α − 1} × {1, .., n} such
that qjk = (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc), qj+1

k = (p′r, p
′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o

′
c)

and there is an index b such that for every a 6= b poa = p′oa , pr =
p′r = pob , p

′
ob

= p0, oc = o0 and o′c = ob meaning that robot rk is
picking the object ob;
then for all c 6= k it holds that qjc = (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc), q

j+1
c =

(pr, p
′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , oc) and for every a 6= b poa = p′oa , p

′
ob

= p0 mean-
ing that the object ob goes to the region p0 for every robot while ev-
erything else stays the same.

• if there is a pair of indexes (j, k) ∈ {0, .., α − 1} × {1, .., n} such
that qjk = (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc), q

j+1
k = (pr, p

′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o0)

and there is a pair of indexes (a, b) such that for every c 6= a, it
holds that poc = p′oc , oc = oa, poa = p0 and p′oa = pb meaning that
robot rj is putting the object oa in region pb;

then for all d 6= a it holds that qjd = (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc), qj+1
d =

(pr, p
′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , oc) and for every β 6= a poβ = p′oβ , poa = p0, p

′
oa =

pb meaning that the object oa goes to the region pb for every robot
while everything else stays the same.

Condition 2 is easy to achieve by adding transitions in which a robot is idling,
i.e, a transition of type 1 in Section 3.2 which is always possible. Property 3
enforces that if a robot picks up or drops an object, then all the other robots do
a transition which reflects this action. Those transitions are called synchronized
transitions.

Definition 7. Consider a team of n robots, modelled as transition systems
defined in Section 3.2 and their individual specifications (φ1, ..., φn) over the
respective AP , a synchronized run of the robots (run1, ..., runn) satisfies the
specifications if ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, runi satisfies φi.

3.5 Cost of the run of the team of robots

Now that we have defined what the runs of a robot and of the team of robots
are, we can define their cost.

Definition 8. For a robot ri, i ∈ {1, ..., n}, the cost of a finite run runi =
q0
i , q

1
i , ..., q

α
i is given by:

cost(runi) =

α∑
j=1

wi((q
j−1
i , qji ))
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The cost of a run of a robot is the sum of the cost of all its transitions. We
can now define the cost of a run of the team of robots.

Definition 9. The cost of a finite run run = (run1, ..., runn) of the team of
robots is:

cost(run) =

n∑
i=1

cost(runi)

The cost of a finite run of the team of robots is the sum of the cost of the
run of every robot.

3.6 Problem statement

The problem we will solve is the following:

Problem 1. Given models of robot motion capabilities from section 3.2 and
LTL specifications as described in Section 2.1, our goal is to find a synchronized
run of the team of robots which satisfies the LTL specifications of every robot
with a minimal cost.

3.7 Examples

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

Figure 1: A corridor workspace of Examples 1,2

We will illustrate problem 1 with a few simple examples. The workspace used
in the examples is a corridor divided in 5 regions as shown in figure 1. There
are two robots r1 and r2 which want to clean some part of this corridor using a
vacuum cleaner o1. A state of the transition system of a robot is represented as
(pr, po1 , oc). We consider that both robots are identical and gives a cost 1 to all
their transitions, i.e, moving to an adjacent region, picking up or putting down
an object.

Example 1 (Cooperation). In this example, the initial states are q1
0 = (p5, p5, o0)

and q2
0 = (p2, p5, o0). The first robot is in p5, the second robot is in p2. No robot

is carrying any object and the vacuum cleaner is in p5. The specifications are
φ1 = ♦π3 and φ2 = ♦π1,1, i.e, robot r1 has to go to the region p3 and robot r2

should bring the vacuum cleaner in the region p1. What we would like the robots
to do is that the robot r1 brings the vacuum cleaner directly to p1 because it is
closer to the object and it will go in the good direction. This solution has a cost
of 6 (1 to take the object + 4 to move to region p1 + 1 to put down the object).
If robot r2 goes to p5 to bring the object to p1 itself, the cost is 12 (3 to move to
region p5 + 1 to take the object + 4 to move to region p1 + 1 to put down the
object + 2 for r2 to go to p3). In this example, the robots need to cooperate to
get the smallest cost.
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Example 2 (Competition). In this example, the initial states are q1
0 = (p5, p3, o0)

and q2
0 = (p1, p3, o0). The first robot is in p5, the second robot is in p1 and the

vacuum cleaner is in the middle, in p3. The specifications are φ1 = ♦π1,5 and
φ2 = ♦π1,4, i.e, robot r1 has to bring the vacuum cleaner in region p5 and robot
r2 has to bring the vacuum cleaner in region p4. Here the two robots want to
bring the same object in two different locations. A good strategy would be that
the second robot moves the object first because it brings it closer to where the
second robot wants to put it. If robot r1 moves the object first, the cost is 13.

• 2 for r1 to move to p3

• 1 for r1 to take the object

• 2 for r1 to move to p5

• 1 for r1 to put down the object

• 4 for r2 to move to p5

• 1 for r2 to take the object

• 1 for r2 to move to p4

• 1 for r2 to put down the object

If robot r2 moves the object first, the cost is 9.

• 2 for r2 to move to p3

• 1 for r2 to take the object

• 1 for r2 to move to p4

• 1 for r2 to put down the object

• 1 for r1 to move to p4

• 1 for r1 to take the object

• 1 for r1 to move to p5

• 1 for r1 to put down the object

The optimal solution is that any of those robots does everything which gives a
cost of 8.

Example 3 (2D). Now we will give a 2D example. It can be for example two
robots moving objects in a warehouse. The initial position of the objects and the
robots are given by figure 2. The specifications are φ1 = ♦π1,21 and φ2 = ♦π2,17,
i.e, robot r1 wants to bring object o1 in p21 and robot r2 wants to bring object
o2 in p17.
A first approach is to do a selfish run where each robot executes its specification.
This run is illustrated by figure 3. Its cost is 19. The optimal solution involves
cooperation with robot r1 bringing object o2 closer to robot r2. This action
increases the cost of the run of robot r1 but decreases the cost of the run of the
team. This run is illustrated by figure 4. Its cost is 17.
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p1 p2 r1 o2

p6

X2 r2

X1 o1

Figure 2: 2D example. X1 is where robot r1 wants to put object o1 and X2 is
where robot r2 wants to put object o2.

r1 o2

X2 r2

X1 o1

Figure 3: Selfish run
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r1 o2

X2 r2

X1 o1

Figure 4: Optimal run
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4 Solution

The first step of the solution is to create a plan for each robot.

4.1 Plan’s creation

We start by defining what is a plan for a robot.

Definition 10. A plan for a robot ri is a finite sequence of states plani =
q0, q1, ..., qα such that

1. q0 = q0
i ;

2. ∀j ∈ {1, ..., α}, qj ∈ Qi;

3. Li(q
0), Li(q

1), ..., Li(q
α) satisfies φi;

4. given that ∀j ∈ {0, ..., α}, qj is of the form ((pjr, p
j
o1 , p

j
o2 , ..., p

j
om , o

j
c), it

holds that ∀j ∈ {0, ..., α − 1} there is only one k ∈ {1, ...,m} such that
pjok 6= pj+1

ok
.

A plan gives a sequence of states that satisfies the specifications. Those
states do not need to follow the transition relation of the transitions system, i.e
∀j ∈ {1, ..., α − 1}, (qj , qj+1) ∈ δi is not required but only one object can be
moved between qj and qj+1. Because the plan does not respect the transition
relation, we need to define a path between two states of the plan that respects
this transition relation.

The two latest transitions of Ti: 5 and 6 depend on other robots movement
and cannot be controlled by robot ri. To decide what robot ri will do, we need a
transition system which is exactly the same as Ti but without those transitions
which is denoted T̂i. Ti will be used to keep track of the past transitions when
T̂i which do not rely on other robots will be used to decide the future transitions
to do. The transition relation of T̂i is denoted by →̂i.
We can now talk about the path between two states in T̂i.

Definition 11. Given two states (q1, q2) ∈ Q2
i , the path from q1 to q2 is defined

as a finite sequence (t1, t2, ..., tα) such that

1. ∀j ∈ {1, ..., α}, tj ∈ →̂i;

2. there is a q ∈ Qi such that t1 = (q1, q);

3. there is a q′ ∈ Qi such that tα = (q′, q2);

4. ∀j ∈ {1, ..., α − 1}, there are q, q′, q′′ ∈ Qi such that tj = (q, q′) and
tj+1 = (q′, q′′);

A path from q1 ∈ Qi to q2 ∈ Qi is a sequence of transitions in T̂i that brings
the robot from the state q1 to the state q2. The set of all paths from q1 to q2 in
T̂i is given by pathsi(q1, q2).
The cost of a path path = (t1, t2, ..., tα) for robot ri is given by the sum of the
costs of its elements.

cost(path) =

α∑
j=1

wi(tj)
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To construct a plan for robot ri, the first step is to construct a new transition
system: an extended transition system. This will be another transition system
where every transition correspond to the realisation of an atomic proposition.

Definition 12. An extended transition system associated to a robot model Ti
is a transition system T ′i = (Q, q0

i ,→′i, AP, Li, w′i).

• Q, is the same state space as in Ti.

• q0
i is the same initial state as in Ti.

• →′i⊆ Q×AP×Q is the deterministic transition relation winch is composed
of a first state, an atomic proposition which describes the transition and
a destination state.

1. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc)
πα−−→
′
i (p′α, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc) this transition

corresponds to the robot moving without an object.
The cost of this transition is given by the smallest cost of a sequence
of transitions in T̂i which brings the robot from pj to palpha, where j
is defined by pr = pj.

w′i((q, πα, q
′) = min

p∈pathsi(q,q′)
costi(p)

2. (pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc)
πα,β−−−→

′
i (p′r, p

′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o

′
c) if for every k,

it holds that k 6= α ⇒ pok = p′ok , p′oα = pβ, oc ∈ {o0, oα}, o′c = o0,
pr ∈ P and p′r = pβ, this transition corresponds to the robot moving
an object. Before doing this transition, the robot could either carry
object oα or no object.
The cost of this transition is the same as the cost of the transition
πβ plus the cost of picking up and putting down an object which is 2
(if the object was already carried by the robot, i.e, oc = oα then the
additional cost is just 1).

w′i(((q
1
1 , ..., q

m+1
1 ), πα,β , (q

1
2 , ..., q

m+1
2 ))) =

w′i(((q
1
1 , ..., q

m+1
1 ), πβ , (q

1
2 , ..., q

m+1
2 ))) + 2

or

w′i(((q
1
1 , ..., q

m+1
1 ), πα,β , (q

1
2 , ..., q

m+1
2 ))) =

w′i(((q
1
1 , ..., q

m+1
1 ), πβ , (q

1
2 , ..., q

m+1
2 ))) + 1

3. ((pr, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc)
πoα−−→
′

i (pα, po1 , po2 , ..., pom , oc) if for every k,
it holds that k 6= α ⇒ pok = p′ok , pr = p′r ∈ P , poα 6= p0, p′oα = p0,
oc = o0 and o′c = oα, this transition corresponds to the robot picking
an object.
The cost of this transition is 1.

w′i((q, π
o
α, q
′)) = 1
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• AP is the same set of atomic propositions as in Ti.

• L′ is the same labelling function as in Ti.

This transition system is not constrained by the adjacency relation of the
regions δ. Each transition correspond to the robot moving at most one object
but it can go or put an object anywhere in the workspace.

The transitions of T ′i are defined such that q
π−→ q′ ⇒ π ∈ Li(q′).

The costs of the transitions given by w′i qre defined as the best-case scenario
because this transition system assumes that there is no other robot to move the
objects. The cost of moving an object is computed assuming the robot can pick
the object on its way to its destination. The cost of the robot picking up an
object is 1 because we assume that the object is in the same region as the robot
so it can be picked with no additional cost. This is an ideal situation which
does not take into account the position of the objects because the objects will
be moved by the other robots and at this point we cannot know where they will
be when the robot will want to move them.

Remark 1. For all states (q, q′) ∈ Q2, if there is a π ∈ AP such that q
π−→
′
i q
′

and q 6= q′, then π is unique. We denote it πq→iq′ .

We will never consider the transitions q
π−→
′
q because they do not bring the

robot closer to fulfilling its specification.

We can define the cost of a run r′i = q0, q1, ..., qα of T ′i as

cost(r′i) =

α−1∑
j=0

w′i((q
j , πqj→′iqj+1 , qj+1))

Proposition 3. A run r′i of T ′i which satisfies the specification φi of robot ri is
a robot plan.

Proof. 1 and 2 comes from the definition of T ′i . 3 is true because r′i satisfies φi.
4 comes from the definition of the transitions of T ′i .

A robot plan can thus be found by using model-checking on T ′i .

4.2 Synchronization

Now we have plans which give each robot a sequence of states it should go
through. However, because each robot has its own plan, there may be a robot
which moves an object when another robot would have wanted this object to
stay where it was. To prevent that, we define for every i ∈ {0, 1, ..., α}, where
α is the length of the plan, the tuple locki = (lock1

i , ..., lock
m
i ) where lockji ∈ N

corresponds to the number of locks added on oj in the state qi. As long as the
number of locks on an object is not zero, the object cannot be taken by any
robot. We use this to define a locked robot plan.

Definition 13. A locked robot plan for a robot ri given its specification φi is
defined by a sequence (q0, lock0), (q1, lock1), ..., (qα, lockα) where:
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1. q0, q1, ..., qα is a robot plan;

2. ∀j ∈ {0, 1, ..., α}, lockj = (lockj1, lock
j
2, ..., lock

j
m) ∈ Nm;

3. lockα = (0, ..., 0);

4. ∀j ∈ {0, 1, ..., α} if qj = (pjr, p
j
o1 , p

j
o2 , ..., p

j
om , o

j
c) it holds that ∀a ∈ {1, ...,m},

pjoa 6= pj+1
oa ⇒ lockja = 0;

5. ∀j ∈ {0, .., α − 1}, π = πqj→′iqj+1 is the atomic proposition that is as-

sociated to the transition from qj to qj+1, ∀q ∈ Qi such that ∃q′ ∈
Qi and q′

π−→
′
i q and the robot is in the same region in q′ and qj; if

q0, q1, ..., qj−1, q, qj+1, ..., qα is not a robot plan, then q0, q1, ..., qj−1, q, qj+1, ..., qα

violates condition 4;

To execute a plan, a robot will execute the corresponding transitions. The
last property 5 guarantees that as long as the locks are respected and the tran-
sitions are done following the robot plan if one state is not exactly the same as
the one defined by the robot plan (another robot has moved an object which
was not locked) the specification is still fulfilled. It assures that if changing the
position of an object could prevent the run to fulfil the specifications, then this
object is locked and cannot be moved.

Now we define what is a run that follows a locked robot plan.

Definition 14. Let plan = (q0, lock0), (q1, lock1), ..., (qα, lockα) be a locked plan
for robot ri with respect to its specification φi. A run of ri following plan is a
run of Ti: r = q0, q0

1 , q
0
2 , ..., q

0
α0
, q′1, q1

1 , q
1
2 , ..., q

1
α1
, q′2, ..., q′α where

1. ∀j ∈ {1, ..., α}, there exists q ∈ Q such that πqj−1→qj = πq→q′j and the
robot is in the same region in q and qj−1

2. ∀j ∈ {0, ..., α − 1}, ∀k ∈ {1, ..., αj}, if qjk = (pj,kr , pj,ko1 , p
j,k
o2 , ..., p

j,k
om , o

j,k
c ),

then ∀a ∈ {1, ...,m}, it holds that pj,koa 6= pj,k+1
oa ⇒ lockja = 0; this condition

also holds between qjαj and q′j+1 and between q′j and qj1;

A run following a robot plan is a run that does not move locked objects and
goes through some states q′j which are equivalent (they can be reached through a
transition triggered by the same atomic proposition) to the states qj of the plan.

The algorithm to create those locks uses the sequence of states and transi-
tions of the plan. To create the locks, the algorithm will try to replace each
of those states by all the states that can be reached by the same transition as
stated in 5. It will then run this new sequence of states in the Büchi automa-
ton corresponding to the LTL specification of the robot. If any new sequence
of states is not a valid run of the Büchi automaton, it means that one of the
atomic proposition that have been changed in the state prevent the system from
fulfilling the specifications, so we add a lock on one of the objects which is not
at the same position as in the plan. The object on which a lock is added is
chosen randomly because we don’t care which object is locked, we just want to
make the state which violates the specifications unreachable.
For example, let us consider a sequence of states (s0, s1, s2) and a sequence
of transitions (t0, t1). The algorithm will examine every sequence of states
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(so, s1, s
′) where s′ can be reached by a transition t1 and will lock objects so

that the states violating the specification cannot be reached by a run following
the locked plan. Let’s take s2 = (p3, p1, p3, o0) for example. Suppose we replace
it by s′ = (p3, p2, p3, o0) and the sequence is not a valid run of the Büchi au-
tomaton. The difference between s2 and s′ is the position of the object o1. This
means that the robot needs the object o1 to be in the region p1 in the state s2

to fulfil the specification. The algorithm will then put a lock on o1.

Algorithm 1: Synchronize

input : The plan plan = q0, q1, ..., qα, T ′i , Bφi
output: locks

1 a = length(plan)

2 locks = ()
3 for i from 0 to a do
4 for j from 1 to m do
5 locks(i, j) = 0

6 for i from 1 to a do
7 for j from 1 to m do
8 foreach state q′ that can be reached by the transition πqi−1→qi

while respecting the locks do
9 s′1 is s1 where si1 is replaced by q′

10 if s′1 is not a satisfying run of Bφ then
11 si1 = (pir, p

i
o1 , ..., p

i
om , o

i
c)

12 s′i1 = (p′ir , p
′i
o1 , ..., p

′i
om , o

′i
c )

13 Choose randomly an index b ∈ {k|piok 6= p′iok}
14 locks(i, b) = 1

The algorithm to create the locks is algorithm 1. The number of locks at
every step is initialized at zero (lines 2-5). For every state qi in plan it tries
to replace it with every state that can be reached through the same transition
(line 8). Then run the new sequence in the Büchi automaton (line 10). If one
of those sequences is not a satisfying run of the Büchi, it randomly locks one of
the objects that moved (lines 13-14).

4.3 Ordering actions

Now we consider that every robot ri has its locked plan
plan = (q0, lock0), (q1, lock1), ..., (qα, lockα). This plan gives every robot a se-
quence of actions to execute. Let’s start by formally defining an action.

Definition 15. An action is defined by a tuple (ri, oj , pk, index) where:

• ri is the robot that wants to do the action;

• oj is the object robot ri wants to move;

• pk is the region where robot ri wants to put object oj.
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• index is the index of the corresponding transition in the robot plan, i.e,
this request corresponds to the transition from qindex−1

i to qindexi .

If oj = o0 this means that the robot wants to move without an object. If pk = p0

this means that the robot wants to pick up object oj.

An action can be associated to every transition q
π−→
′
i q
′.

We add an index to this transition and denote it act(q, π, q′, index) where
index ∈ N. There are 3 possible forms:

• act(q, πa, q′, index) = (ri, o0, p0, index);

• act(q, πa,b, q′, index) = (ri, oa, pb, index);

• act(q, πoa, q′, index) = (ri, oa, p0, index);

To simplify, we denote act(q, q′, index) = act(q, πq→′iq′ , q
′, index).

Definition 16. The actions associated to a robot plan plani = q0
i , q

1
i , ..., q

αi
i are

the sequence of actions act(q0, q1, 1), act(q1, q2, 2), ..., act(qα−1, qα, α).

Now we have the sequence of actions to be executed by every robot. The
goal now is to order them so that a robot do not try to move an object which
is already being carried by another robot. We will try to do it optimally. To do
that, we first need to give a cost to each action.

Definition 17. The cost of an action (ri, oj , pk, index) given that robot ri is in

a state q is given by the smallest cost of a path in T̂i that brings a robot to a
state q′ = (p′r, p

′
o1 , p

′
o2 , ..., p

′
om , o

′
c) where p′oj = pk.

This cost of an action act = (ri, oj , pk, index) given a robot state can be

computed using model checking. The transition system used will be T̂i because
we don’t want another robot to move the object and the LTL formula will be

1. ♦πa if act = (ri, o0, p0, index);

2. ♦πa,b if act = (ri, oa, pb, index);

3. ♦πoa if act = (ri, oa, p0, index);

The actions will be ordered according to the object they correspond. The
actions of type 1 won’t be ordered because they do not concern an object and
thus do not interfere with other robots actions.

Definition 18. An ordered sequence of actions is given by
seq = (seq1, seq2, ..., seqm) where ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m}, seqj = act1j , act

2
j , ..., act

αj
j

and ∀k ∈ {1, ..., αj}, ∃(a, b, index) ∈ {1, ..., n} × {1, ..., l} ×N such that actkj =
(ra, oj , pb, index).

To be valid, those sequences of actions need to respect the order given by
the robot plans.

Definition 19. A valid ordered sequence of actions is an ordered sequence of
actions seq = (seq1, seq2, ..., seqm) where ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m}, ∀(k, k′) ∈ {1, ..., αj}2
if actkj = (ra, oj , pb, index) and actk

′

j = (ra, oj , pb′ , index
′) it holds that index′ >

index⇒ k′ > k.
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Definition 20. We call the action act = {rα, oβ , pk, cost, index} prior to an-
other action act′{rα′ , oβ′ , pk′ , cost′, index′} if α′ = α and index′ = index+ 1.

This means that both an action and its prior will be done by robot rα and
according to this robot’s plan, act should be done just before act′. In a valid
ordered sequence, an action should always be done after its prior.

For all j ∈ {1, ...,m}, ∀k ∈ {2, ..., αj} the cost of an action actkj =
(ri, oj , pa, index) in an ordered sequence is a function of the robot plan and the
previous action: cost(actkj , plani, act

k−1
j ). The position of the robot is given by

the robot plan. If the state qindex−1 of the robot plan is (pr, po1 , ..., pom , oc) then
the robot will be in pr before doing action (rki , o

k
j , p

k
a, index

k). The previous ac-

tion actk−1
j = (rk−1

i , ok−1
j , pk−1

a , indexk−1) gives the position pk−1
a of the object

before executing actkj . When executing an action, a robot shouldn’t touch any
object except the one concerned by the action so the plan and the previous
action gives the robot everything needed to compute the cost of an action.
The cost of the first action only depends on the initial situation cost0(act1j , q

0
i ).

For an action act = (ri, oj , pk, index), we denote r(act) = i the index of the
robot doing the action.

Definition 21. The cost of a valid sequence of action seq is given by

cost(seq) =

m∑
j=1

cost(seqj)

where

cost(seqj) = (cost0(act1j , planr(act1j )) +

αj∑
k=2

cost(actkj , planr(actkj ), act
k−1
j ))

To find the valid sequence with the smallest cost we will examine every valid
sequence of actions and compute the cost of every one of them. To do that,
the algorithm will iteratively construct sequences of increasing length and their
cost using Definition 21. Because there are a lot of possible combinations, the
algorithm will stop at a given length to give a limited horizon solution. The
algorithm is as follows.

At first, all the robots broadcast requests for all the remaining actions in
their plans and the cost of doing them from the current state cost0. Then for
every action act = (ri, oj , pk, index) remaining in its plan and for every request
act’=(ri′ , oj′ , pk′ , index

′), every robot computes the cost of doing act with the
object being in pk′ . By adding this new cost to cost the robots already have all
the costs of the sequences of actions of length 2. Those costs are saved by the
robots that computed them because the cost of doing one action after another
do not depend of the number of actions done before them.
Then a leader is designated for every object. Any robot can be a leader for any
object. The leader can also be a computer outside of the team of robots. The
leader of an object oα starts by saving all the requests on oα, they form the
sequences of length 1. Then the algorithm iteratively grows the length of those
sequences by adding actions one by one at the end. If a sequence is found where
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one action is done before its prior the sequence is removed. When adding a new
action the cost to be added to the sequence can be found by looking for the cost
of the sequence of the two last actions of the sequence which was computed and
saved at the beginning. At the end, the robot chooses the sequence with the
smallest cost among all the sequences that have been found.

The leader will execute Algorithm 2. This algorithm is given for the leader of
the object oα. We call lα the number of requests of the form {ri, oα, pk, cost, index}.
Those requests are numbered reqk for k = 1...lα.
This algorithm saves all the initial requests in a vector seq (line 1). This vector
will contain all the sequences of requests computed so far. It will then add every
possible action at the end of all the sequences find so far and update the cost
of those sequences using the costs precomputed (lines 2-12). If a sequence is
not valid, the sequence is removed (lines 7-8). The results of the algorithm is a
vector containing all possible sequences of actions of length lhorizon that respect
each robot’s plan with their cost.

Algorithm 2: Create sequences

input : The requests req1, ..., reqlα over the object oα and the length of
the horizon lhorizon

output: The sequences of actions with their costs seq

1 seq = ((req1, cost(req1)), ..., (reqlα , cost(reqlα))
2 for β from 2 to lhorizon do
3 seq′ = ()
4 for i from 1 to length(seq) do
5 foreach j from 1 to lα such that reqj /∈ seq[i] do
6 (ra, oα, pkj , indexj) = reqj)
7 if there is a ζ such that reqζ = (ra, oα, pkζ , indexζ) with

indexζ > indexj then
8 remove seq[i] from seq

9 else
10 reqlast is the last element of seq[i]
11 Ask robot ra the cost clast,j of doing reqj after reqlast
12 seq′i = (seqi, reqj)
13 seq′ = (seq′, (seq′i, cost(seqi) + clast,j)

14 seq = seq′

Removing deadlocks

By adding locks, it is possible to create deadlocks where at least two robots
cannot finish all their actions because they prevent each other from doing their
next action. To prevent the deadlocks, Algorithm 3 will examine the sequences
given by Algorithm 2 and permute the actions of the sequences every time a
deadlock is found.

Because this algorithm aims to stay close to the order given by Algorithm
2 which was optimal, the cost of those new sequences shouldn’t be too far from
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the optimal one.

The removing deadlock algorithm is given by Algorithm 3. The algorithm
first check if all the sequences are empty and return an empty sequences if it
is the case (lines 1-2). Then the algorithm looks for the first object which isn’t
locked (lines 3-4) and tries to do all the actions left on this object if their prior is
done (lines 5-7). If all the locks are different from 0, it is a deadlock so another
action has to be done (line 8). If there is a lock equal to 0, the function is called
recursively to find a solution (line 9). If this recursive call finds a solution, the
function appends the action it just did to the sequence found by the recursive
call and returns the whole sequence as the solution (line 11). If the current
action couldn’t lead to a sequence without a deadlock, the locks are reinitialised
before trying the next possible action(line 12).

Algorithm 3: Remove Deadlocks

input : The sequences of actions for each object seq1, seq2, ..., seqm, the
list of all sequences seq, the locks corresponding to each state. If
act brings robot ri from state qj−1 to state qj ,
locks(act) = locks(i, j)− locks(i, j − 1)

output: seq1, seq2, ..., seqm

1 if There are no action left in any sequence then
2 return m empty sequences

3 for i from 1 to m do
4 if locks(i) = 0 then
5 foreach action act left in seqi do
6 if The action prior to act in the corresponding robot’s plan is

not in any seqj then
7 locks = locks+ locks(act)
8 if There is a j such that locks(j) = 0 then
9 Call Remove Deadlocks with the updated locks and

seqi without act
10 if Remove Deadlocks return a solution

seq′1, seq
′
2, ..., seq

′
m then

11 Return seq′1, seq
′
2, ..., (act, seq

′
i), ..., seq

′
m

12 locks = locks− locks(act)

13 Return that a deadlock has been found

14 Return that a deadlock has been found
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5 Execution

In the previous chapters, we showed how a plan is computed for each robot,
how locks are added to the plans and how the actions associated to the plans
are ordered. In this section, we focus on the execution of those plans. Every
time a robot finishes a transition, it broadcasts it to all the robots so that they
can make the corresponding transition in their own transition system.
Before the execution, each robot constructs the Büchi automaton Bφi corre-
sponding to its specification φi and the product automaton Ai = Ti×Bφi . This
automaton will be updated every time a transition is made in Ti.
Then every robot will execute the actions in its plan in order. When a robot
wants to execute an action π of the form πα,j or πoα it creates a Büchi automaton
Bφ′ corresponding to the LTL formula

φ′ = ((
∧

k∈{1,...,m}\{α}

¬πok)U π)

or if it is just moving the robot:

φ′ = ((
∧

k∈{1,...,m}

¬πok)U πβ)

This formula corresponds to the robot executing the action without touching
any object except the one concerned by the action. This formula φ′ can be
modified to help another robot as shown in Section 5.1. Then the robot creates
the product B = B′φi × Bφ′ where B′φi is the same Büchi automaton as Bφi
except that its initial states of are given by the current states of Bφi in A. The
finite words accepted by B are the finite words that satisfy φ′ from the current
state and φi from the initial state [11]. The robot then creates the product
A′ = B × T̂i where the initial state of T̂i is the current state of Ti. Because the
current states of Bφi were kept as the initial states of B′φi if an accepted run of
A′ is appended to the current run of Ti, the complete run will satisfy φi. Model
checking is used to find an accepted run of A′ which is projected onto T̂i to
create a run rA′ . This run rA′ is executed until π is true or until a synchronized
transition is executed. If a synchronized transition is executed, a new run is
recomputed. When π is true, the action is finished.
Once the action is finished, the robot updates the locks according to the locked
plan but as long as there are locks on the object, no other robot can move it, so
the robot won’t tell the other robots that its action is finished until the number
of locks on the object is 0.

The online execution will be done according to algorithm 4. It looks for the
next action in the robot plan (line 1-2). If this action concerns an object, the
robot waits for all the actions that are planned on this object by algorithms 2
and 3 to finish (line 4). Then the algorithm use model-checking to find a path in
the transition system T̂i that starts by fulfilling the current action but respects
the LTL specifications (lines 5-9). This model-checking should take into account
the path so far in the transition system Ti. Then the robot executes the run
found by model-checking until the current action is finished (line 10). Then the
locks are updated according to the locks of the current action (line 11). The
robot will notify all the other robots that the action is finished but only when
the number of locks on the object become 0.
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Algorithm 4: Execution

input : The robot plan P and the order in which actions should be
done, ans the ltl specification φ

1 while There is an action left in P do
2 act is the current action
3 if act is of the form πi,j or πoi then
4 Use model-checking to find a run of the automaton to do

φ ∧ ((
∧

k∈{1,...,m}\{j}
¬πok)U act)

5 Wait for the action before act on the object oi to finish

6 else
7 act is of the form πi
8 Use model-checking to find a run of the automaton to do

φ ∧ ((
∧

k∈{1,...,m}
¬πok)U act)

9 Execute this run until act is satisfied
10 if a synchronized transition is done by an other robot then
11 Update the current state
12 Recompute the run

13 Update the locks
14 foreach lock which are equal to 0 do
15 Broadcast that the previous actions on the corresponding object

are finished
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5.1 Cooperation

Finally, we want to address the problem of cooperation, i.e, how to make a robot
moves an object instead of an other robot because is reduces the cost.
Every time a robot r starts a new action πi,j or πoi where an object needs to
be moved, it will broadcast {πi,j , cost} or {πi,j , cost} to all the robots, where
cost is the cost of executing this action for the robot. The other robots will try
to help robot r by executing the action for it or by bringing the object closer.
We call p(oi) the index of the position of object oi i.e, object oi is in region
pp(oi). Each robot will then try to help robot r. To help robot r, if robot r′ is
doing an action π = πi′,j′ it will compute the cost of doing ♦πi′,j′ ∧ ♦πp(oi). If
robot r′ is doing an action π′ it will compute the cost of doing ♦πp(oi) ∧ ♦π′.
We call diff the difference between the cost of this new action and the cost of
the action without helping the other robot. If diff > cost, it costs more for
the helping robot r′ to reach the object than it costs robot r to do its action.
Robot r′ will tell that it cannot help. If robot r′ can help, it will try to compute
iteratively the cost of moving the object one region further in the direction of
pj if r starts πi,j or in the direction of r’s position if r starts πoi until the global
cost of the actions increases. We assume that if moving the object one step
further increases the global cost, it won’t decrease if we move it further. The
region which gives the smallest cost is pk
Robot r′ will then execute its new action by satisfying

φ′ = ((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{ı,i′}

¬πoα)U (πi′,j′)) ∧ ((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{ı,i′}

¬πoα)U (πi,k))

or

φ′ = ((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i,i′}

¬πoα)U (πi,k)) ∧ ((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i,i′}

¬πoα)U (πoi′))

or

φ′ = ((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i}

¬πoα)U (πi′)) ∧ ((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i}

¬πoα)U (πi,k))

We consider that the order in which the actions are done is not important.
This can be extended to help several robots by moving β objects: i1, i2, ..., iβ
to the regions k1, k2, ..., kβ by doing :

φ′ =((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i′,i1,i2,...,iβ}

¬πoα)U (πi′,j′))

∧
β∧
α=1

((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i′,i1,i2,...,iβ}

¬πoα)U (πiα,kα))

or

φ′ =((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i′,i1,i2,...,iβ}

¬πoα)U (πi,k))

∧
β∧
α=1

((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i′,i1,i2,...,iβ}

¬πoα)U (πiα,kα))
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or

φ′ = ((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i1,i2,...,iβ}

¬πoα)U (πi′))

∧
β∧
α=1

((
∧

α∈{1,...,m}\{i1,i2,...,iβ}

¬πoα)U (πiα,kα))

The number of iterations of this algorithm can be limited to make it faster.
Instead of looking for the cost of moving the object one step further until the
cost increases, we can stop after a fixed number of step.

Algorithm 5: Try to help

input : The current action of the robot π and the action of the robot we
want to help πi,j and its cost cost

output: The action to do by both robots act1 and act2

1 Use model-checking to find the cost c of doing π ∧ πp(oi)
2 if c ≤ cost then
3 No help possible

4 else
5 costref = cost
6 costnew = 0
7 act1 = 0
8 act1new = 0
9 act2 = 0

10 act2new = 0
11 while costnew ≤ costref do
12 costref = costnew
13 act1=act1new
14 act2=act2new
15 Try to move the object one step further in the direction of pj , this

action is actnew
16 Ask the other robot what is the cost of doing πi,j with the new

position of the object, this action is act2new
17 costnew is the sum of the cost of the new actions of the two robots
18 if the new position of the object is pj and costnew ≤ costref then
19 costref = costnew
20 act1=act1new
21 act2=act2new
22 Stop the function

6 Illustration

This framework was implemented in C++. The robots are represented by gray
squares. The object is represented by a circle. The circle is blue when the object
is on the floor, and it is red when the object is taken by a robot. The figures 5
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to 9 shows the results for example 1. In this case, we get the optimal solution
with robot 1 bringing the object to p1.
The plan found by robot 1 is (p1, p1, o0) which corresponds to the ap π1,1 and
the corresponding action is act1 = (r1, o1, p1, 1). The plan found by robot 2
is (p3, p5, o0) which corresponds to the ap π3 and the corresponding action is
act2 = (r2, o0, p3, 1).
The cost of act1 from the initial state is 8 (3 to go to p5 + 1 to grab the object
+ 4 to go to p1 + 1 to put down the object).
The plan for object 1 will be (act1). There cannot be any deadlock because
there is only one object (and only one action).
Then the robots start executing their actions. Robot 1 starts act1 when robot 2
starts act2. Robot 1 starts by asking for help. Robot 2 can help robot 1 because
it costs 0 for it to go to p5 where the object is.
The cost for robot 2 to move the object to p4 and fulfil its specification is 4 (1
to grab the object + 1 to go to p4 + 1 to put it down + 1 to go to p3) and
reduces the cost for robot 2 by 1. The total cost is then 11.
The cost for robot 2 to move the object to p3 is 4 and reduces the cost for robot
1 by 2. The total cost is then 10. The total cost has not increased so robot 1
will try to move the object one step further.
The cost for robot 2 to move the object to p2 is 5 and reduces the cost for robot
1 by 3. The total cost is then 10. The total cost has not increased so robot 1
will try to move the object one step further.
The cost for robot 2 to move the object to p1 is 6 and reduces the cost for robot
1 to 0. The total cost is then 6. The object cannot be moved any further so
robot 2 will bring the object to p1 and robot 1 will do nothing.
So robot 2 executes ♦π3 ∧ ♦π1,1. The path found using model-checking is:
(p5, p5, o0), (p5, p0, o1), (p4, p0, o1), (p3, p0, o1), (p2, p0, o1), (p1, p0, o1), (p1, p1, o0). Robot
2 takes the object, goes to p4, then to p3, then to p2 and to p1 where it drops
the object.
The specifications of both robots are fulfilled so they shut down.
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Figure 5: Example 1, step 1

Figure 6: Example 1, step 2

Figure 7: Example 1, step 3

Figure 8: Example 1, step 4

Figure 9: Example 1, step 5
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The figures 10 to 15 shows the results for example 2. In this case, we don’t
get the optimal solution where one robot does everything because in this imple-
mentation, a robot shuts down as soon as its specification is fulfilled and stops
trying to help.
The plan found by robot 1 is (p5, p5, o0) which corresponds to the ap π1,5 and
the corresponding action is act1 = (r1, o1, p5, 1). The plan found by robot 2 is
(p4, p4, o0) which corresponds to the ap π1, 4 and the corresponding action is
act2 = (r2, o1, p4, 1).
The cost of act1 from the initial state is 6 (2 to go to p3 + 1 to grab the object
+ 2 to go to p5 + 1 to put down the object).
The cost of act2 from the initial state is 5 (2 to go to p3 + 1 to grab the object
+ 1 to go to p4 + 1 to put down the object).
After act2, the object will be in p4 and robot 1 will still be in p5. The cost of
act1 after act2 is 4 (1 to go to p4 + 1 to grab the object + 1 to go to p5 + 1 to
put down the object).
After act1, the object will be in p5 and robot 2 will still be in p1. The cost of
act2 after act1 is 7 (4 to go to p5 + 1 to grab the object + 1 to go to p4 + 1 to
put down the object).
The cost of doing act1 and then act2 is 6 + 7 = 13; the cost of doing act2 and
then act1 is 5+4 = 9. The plan for object 1 will therefore be (act2, act1). There
cannot be any deadlock because there is only one object.
Then the robots start executing their actions. Robot 2 starts act2 when robot
1 waits for act2 to finish to execute. Robot 2 starts by asking for help. Robot 1
cannot help robot 2 because if it gives the object to robot 2, the cost is increased
and if robot 1 does all the action, the cost is the same.
So robot 2 executes act2. The path found using model-checking is:
(p1, p3, o0), (p2, p3, o0), (p3, p3, o0), (p3, p0, o1), (p4, p0, o1), (p4, p4, o0). Robot 2 goes
to p2, then to p3, picks up the object, goes to p4 and drops the object.
In this implementation because the specification of robot 2 is fulfilled it shuts
down. Then robot 1 starts act1. There is no robot left to help. The path found
using model-checking is: (p5, p4, o0), (p4, p4, o0), (p4, p0, o1), (p5, p0, o1), (p5, p5, o0).
Robot 1 goes to p4, picks up the object, goes to p5 and drops the object. Then
the specification of robot 1 is fulfilled and it shuts down.
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Figure 10: Example 2, step 1

Figure 11: Example 2, step 2

Figure 12: Example 2, step 3

Figure 13: Example 2, step 4

Figure 14: Example 2, step 5

Figure 15: Example 2, step 6
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7 Discussion

The solution proposed by this thesis has advantages and disadvantages. This
solution is flexible, if a robot disconnects from the team because it needs to
recharge for example the plan and the actions of the other robots will not change,
the only thing that needs to be recomputed is the order of the actions. The
same thing is true if a robot is added to the team.
It is also robust if an object is moved not by a robot. If this happens, it can be
modelled by a synchronized transition of a robot not in the team. All robots
will perform a transition to a state where this object is in region p0. And then
we can ask the robots to use their sensors to detect the objects every time they
move to a region and perform a corresponding synchronized transition if an ob-
ject is missing or appearing in that region.
The system of locks is not flexible and locking the objects randomly can pre-
vent the team of robots of finding a solution even if a solution exists. Another
disadvantage with the locks is that locking the initial states can create a dead-
lock before any robot does an action which cannot be removed by the remove
deadlocks algorithm. However, not locking the initial state can cause the speci-
fications of the form πi,jUφ to be violated by another robot, because we cannot
lock the object oi in the initial state so it can be moved before φ is satisfied. An
alternative could be to remember all the states that violate the plan that were
found during the creation of the locks and use them to order the actions.
Another factor that makes this framework lacks flexibility is the fact that the
plan of each robot which is computed without taking into account the other
robots specifications and is never recomputed. As a consequence, if a robot has
a specification which contains something of the form φ1 ⇒ φ2, this robot’s plan
will be to do nothing if its specification does not contains something equivalent
to ♦φ1. But if another robot makes φ1 become true, the first robot will not
be able to react and will conclude that it cannot fulfil its specification because
its plan is not valid any more. A way to address this could be to occasionally
recompute the plans.
A major restrictive factor of the solution is the size of the transition systems.
The size of the state space Q is O(lm+1m). It is exponential in the number
of objects. As a result, creating the transition systems described in this thesis
with only 2 objects uses a lot of memory and is only possible for workspaces
with few regions. In addition, because of the high number of states, exploring
the transition systems to find paths also takes a lot of time.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

The future work includes the improvement of the proposed algorithms from
various perspectives, and particularly of the flexibility of the lock system.
In the execution of each action, a path is found to satisfy the LTL formula
associated to the action but if a synchronized transition happens, the run is
recomputed. Another future direction will involve investigation of the ways to
update the current run without recomputing it from scratch. Most of the time,
the recomputed run is exactly the same as the previous one.
In this thesis, the specifications are limited to co-safe LTL formulas to have a
finite number of actions which prevents any robot from waiting forever to do
its action. Extension to full LTL is another possible research direction, e.g, by
looking for a plan in a prefix-suffix form and applying what is described in this
thesis to the prefix and to the suffix.
Finally, a last possible research direction is to look for how and when a robot
can recompute or refine its plan.
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